Abstract-In case of Long Term Evolution (LTE), the scheduler in the MAC layer of the eNodeB allocates the available radio resources among different UEs in a cell through proper handling of priority. The scheduling method used largely impacts the throughput of individual users as well as throughput of the cell. It is worthwhile to check on the throughput conditions for different scheduling scenarios before the actual deployment of LTE. This would help design the algorithm of the scheduler at the eNodeB appropriately. In this paper, the throughput conditions are investigated for two of the most popular scheduling methods, Round Robin and Proportional Fair in order to demonstrate a good comparison for downlink transmission. The investigation is made for both SISO and transmit diversity at various UE locations within a cell.
I. INTRODUCTION
The 3gpp Long Term Evolution (LTE) is designed to meet high speed data & voice support along with multimedia broadcast services. The scheduler in the MAC layer of the eNodeB attempts to make appropriate apportionment of the resources with certain objectives like,  Required QoS for applications.  Optimized spectral efficiency ensuring high cell throughput under existing channel conditions.  Fairness among UEs and applications.  Limiting the impact of interference through special handling of cell edge users.  Load balancing among cells. There are six downlink channels which are PBCH, PFCICH, PDCCH, PHICH, PDSCH and PMCH. In this paper, the PDSCH channel is taken into consideration. This channel can use various MIMO techniques, e.g. spatial multiplexing, transmit diversity and beamforming to improve the throughput and data rate. Under this channel, seven transmission modes are defined in Release 8. In this paper, the impact of transmission mode 1 and 2 is demonstrated which represent SISO and transmit diversity respectively.
For the apportionment of downlink resources, the following information is made available with the scheduler for consideration.
 CQI reports from UEs to estimate the channel quality.  QoS description of the EPS bearers for each UE. This is available in the eNodeB from the downlink data flow. The throughput of a UE may vary significantly with scheduling algorithm used, distance from eNodeB, multipath environment, multiple antenna techniques and UE speed. The effect of UE speed in the transmission mode performance is already discussed in [2] . In this paper, the effect of scheduling algorithm, distance and transmission modes in throughput performance is considered through LTE system level simulations.
II. DOWNLINK RESOURCE ALLOCATION
LTE uses OFDMA for downlink transmission. In this case, a time-frequencyresource grid is considered using sub-carriers in the frequency axis and symbols in the time axis. A resource element represents one sub-carrier and one symbol resource in the time-frequencyresource grid.
Data is allocated to the UEs in terms of Resource Blocks (RB). In time, the length of a RB is one slot which is equal to 0.5 ms. With 15 kHz sub-carrier spacing, The number of symbols in one slot is 6 and 7 for normal cyclic prefix and extended cyclic prefix respectively. In frequency, the length of a RB is 180 kHz. The number of sub-carriers in the 180 kHz span is 12 for 15 kHz sub-carrier spacing.
The eNodeB allocates different RBs to a particular UE in either localized or distributed way. The eNodeB uses DCI format 1, 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 2, 2A or 2B on PDCCH to convey the resource allocations on PDSCH for the downlink transmission [2] . The eNodeB uses one of the following three types of resource allocation for a particular UE [4] . 1) Resource Allocation Type 0 2) Resource Allocation Type 1 3) Resource Allocation Type 2 The scheduler at eNodeB attempts for appropriate apportionment of the resources among UEs. The Channel Dependent Scheduling can be made in both time and frequency domains. In this case, the scheduling adapts to channel variations and link adaptation is achieved. A user with better channel quality is given more resources as the user can make good use of these resources leading to higher cell throughput. The channel dependent scheduling allows transmitting at fading peaks.
The Channel Dependent Scheduling (CDS) requires that sufficient information on uplink and downlink channel conditions is made available with the eNodeB. In order to perform Channel Dependent Scheduling (CDS) in frequency, the information about the radio channel needs to be frequency specific. The eNodeB can configure a more frequency specific information but it requires usage of more resources for this information. Also, the eNodeB can configure the availability of the information more frequently in time so that it can represent the variation of radio channel better but again at the cost of more resources for this information. The UE reports CQI (Channel Quality Indicator) which helps eNodeB estimate the downlink channel quality. The eNodeB can configure if the CQI report would correspond to the whole downlink bandwidth or a part of it which is called sub-band. CQI reporting for different sub-bands requires more uplink resources. The eNodeB can configure CQI reporting in the following ways [4] .
 Wideband Reporting: The CQI reported corresponds to the whole downlink bandwidth  eNodeB Configured Sub-Band Reporting  UE Selected Sub-Band Reporting The channel dependent scheduling leads to higher cell throughput and on the other hand, the scheduling should maintain some fairness among the users in their resource allocations. There is a tradeoff between fairness and cell throughput. The scheduler can exercise various methods as shown below in order to address this tradeoff.
 Round Robin (RR):The scheduler assigns resources cyclically to the users without taking channel conditions into account. This is a simple procedure giving the best fairness. But it would offer poor performance in terms ofcell throughput.  Maximum C/I: The scheduler assigns resources to the user with the best channel quality. This offers excellent cell throughput but it is not fair. This mode uses transmit diversity. It is applied using Space-Frequency Block Coding (SFBC) for two transmit antennas and Frequency Switched Transmit Diversity (FSTD) for four transmit antennas. Transmit diversity increases the signal to noise ratio at the receiver instead of directly increasing the data rate. Each transmit antenna transmits essentially the same stream of data and so the receiver gets replicas of the same signal. A suitable signal combining technique reduces fading variation andincreases the signal to noise ratio at the receiver side. Thus, the robustness of data transmission is achieved especially in fading scenarios. An additional antenna-specific coding is applied to the signals before transmission to increase the diversity effect. The transmit diversity this is an open-loop scheme and feedback from the UE feedback is not required.
In LTE, transmit diversity is only defined for 2 and 4 transmit antennas and one data stream. To maximize diversity gain, the antennas typically need to be uncorrelated. So, the antennas need to be well separated relative to the wavelength or they need to have different polarization.
IV. SIMULATION
LTE system level simulator [1] was used with parameters shown in the Table I . 20 UEs are placed randomly in one sector of a cell. The throughput has been determined for transmission modes 1 and 2 for rural propagation model. . Performance with round robin and proportional fair scheduling has been observed for four UEs at various distances from the eNodeB andmapping of UEs and eNodeB is depicted in the Table I . Inter-site distance 5MHz
A. Mapping of UE and eNodeB within the Cell
Thermal noise density 500m
Receiver noise figure 9dB
Simulation length 5000 TTI 
B. Simulation Results for Throughput (Mbps) vs TTI (sec).
Solid Lines-SISO; Dot-Dash Lines-Transmit Diversity; Green-Proportional Fair; Blue-Round Robin. The above figures depict the comparative throughput performances for two scheduling algorithms. Proportional fair provides the UEs close to the eNodeB with higher throughput for both transmission mode 1 and 2. As the UE moves away from the eNodeB, proportional fair allocates less resource and provide reduced throughput due to weaker radio link. On the other hand, data rate increases for round robin for UEs located further away. For SISO, the data rate is found fairly high in most cases for proportional fair and so, the overall cell throughput is expected to be better with proportional fair. In case of transmit diversity, an improvement of signal to noise ratio is obvious. Thus, at the cell edge, a combination of round robin and transmit diversity achieves very good data rate.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyzed the performances of round robin and proportional fair scheduling methods for two different downlink transmission modes in LTE. Transmit diversity gives better performance for various UE locations within the cell because of its robustness in fading scenarios. However, for different transmission modes, it is found that proportional fair gives very good data rate in most cases. Although round robin gives better individual data rate when the UE is located too far away from eNodeB, the absolute value of this data rate is not that high. Thus, the resources are not then properly utilized and so, proportional fair may still be a better choice. Round robin treats the UE with the best fairness but proportional fair can maintain a balance between fairness and throughput. However, as the results show, the UE is able to improve SNR and make good use of resources when transmit diversity is used. The performance of cell edge users using transmit diversity manifest that the use of round robin scheduling in the cell may not lead to significant sacrifice of cell throughput if transmit diversity is used.
